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LEADER case study – Social innovation – implicit to the
LEADER approach [1]
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This case study looks at social innovation, funding and resources in LEADER.

Climate and Energy Region

[2]

Keywords:
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The ‘Climate and Energy Region’ is an integrated awareness raising campaign on climate change,
addressed to children, young people, adults, businesses and communities.

FUMObil – regional masterplan for the future of mobility
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Developing a regional sustainable transport and mobility scheme through coordinated data analysis,
multi-actor engagement and innovative solutions to improve inclusiveness.

Supporting the engagement of civil society
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A Local Action Group engaged local coordinators to stimulate volunteer action and engagement in
grassroots initiatives.

Promoting the natural resources of western Weinviertel

[5]
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Countries:
Austria

A LEADER project that promoted the use of the local natural heritage as a lever for sustainable local
development.

European Youth Meeting ‘Eurosmile 2017’

[6]

Keywords:
Culture, LEADER/CLLD, Social services
Countries:
Austria

An intercultural youth event that allows young people from neighboring countries to learn about each
other’s language and culture and to exchange experiences.

Converting abandoned parish houses into tourist
accommodation [7]
Keywords:
Culture, Inter-territorial/Transnational cooperation, LEADER/CLLD, Tourism
Countries:
Austria

A transnational cooperation project on converting abandoned parish houses to accommodate tourists.

Gasthof Bräu – seminar and co-working space

[8]

Keywords:
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Countries:
Austria

The Gasthof Bräu project has restored an old country inn to provide professional working spaces at
the heart of a rural village.

Exchanging good practices on integrating immigrants in
rural areas across the EU [9]
Keywords:
Inter-territorial/Transnational cooperation, LEADER/CLLD, Migrants, Social inclusion
Countries:
Austria, Finland, Sweden

A Finnish NGO used EAFRD funding in a transnational project to exchange and develop best practices
for integrating immigrants and refugees in rural areas.

A cheese processing facility on an Alpine pasture
Keywords:
Direct marketing, LEADER/CLLD, Mountain area, Tourism

[10]

Countries:
Austria

An Austrian farmer used EAFRD funding to build a cheese processing facility on an Alpine pasture
oﬀering tours and events to learn about cheese and Alpine farming.
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